
SANIBEL CAPTIVA CONSERVATION FOUNDATION (SCCF) 
EXHIBITORS CONTRACT 

 BAILEY HOMESTEAD PRESERVE (1300 Periwinkle Way)  
 

I, the undersigned artist, agree to the following conditions to exhibit from   
 _    _ to  _     __  

  
         

1. Artist must be a current member of the Sanibel Captiva Art League or the Sanibel Captiva 
Conservation Foundation. 

 
2. Artist agrees to provide original work, 2D or 3D. 

 
3. Submissions are limited to 1-2 pieces of artwork, space dependent. 

 
4. No photography accepted. 
 

5. Artist agrees that all artwork will be properly wired for hanging or properly secured for standing.  
Plexiglass should be used on any work over 16” x 20”.  2D artwork has a size limit of 122 inches or 
less in perimeter, including frame.  3D artwork mounted on a wall must not exceed 36” x 36” in any 
direction nor weigh over 15 lbs.  3D artwork mounted on a pedestal must not exceed 48 inches in 
height including pedestal, nor exceed 24 inches in width including pedestal, nor weigh over 30 lbs.  

 
6. The artwork and the exhibit will be representative of the mission statement of SCCF, which is 

dedicated to the conservation of coastal habitats and aquatic resources on Sanibel and Captiva 
and in the surrounding watershed, as well as the theme of the exhibit. 

 
7. The artist will be responsible for transporting artwork to the exhibit.  
 

8. Artist agrees to label each piece clearly with title, selling price and medium.  
 

9. For each work on display during the duration of the exhibit, the artist is responsible for each sale 
and is subject to a 20% donation to SCCF if sold.   

 
10. Please provide a one-page artist’s biography or artist’s statement for inclusion in a gallery binder. 

 
11. Artist gives SCCF permission to use photographs of artwork on exhibit or provided by artist for 

publicity purposes.  
 

12. No artwork may be removed prior to close of exhibit, unless approved by Jenny Evans or Anita 
Force Marshall.  
 



13. Artist shall sign up for at least one docent sitting during the exhibit and attend the SCCF orientation 
or make arrangements with Jenny Evans.   

 
14. SCCF will exercise the care in respect to the property exhibited as it does in safeguarding its own 

property but does not accept responsibility for the loss or damage to the artist's work while on 
exhibit.  The artist hereby agrees to release and hold SCCF and its agents (including staff and 
volunteers) harmless from any liability for damage resulting from loss or damage to the artist's 
work.  For purposes of this Agreement, the phrase "loss or damage" encompasses, but it is not 
limited to, theft by third persons, mistaken labeling, damage by a guest or patron, or damage due 
to environmental conditions.  Insurance for any loss or damage is the sole responsibility of the 
artist.  

 
15. The property listed on exhibit to SCCF will be returned only to the owner or to an authorized agent 

or representative of the owner or, in the event of the death of the owner, to the authorized legal 
representative of the estate of the owner.   
 

 
ARTIST SIGNATURE ___________________________________________ 
DATE___________________  
  
ARTIST NAME (please print) 
_______________________________________________________________  
  
ADDRESS 
_______________________________________________________________________________  
  
CITY _______________________________ STATE _______________ ZIP ______________________  
  
PHONE________________________________  
  
E-MAIL_________________________________________________   
  

Sanibel Captiva Conservation Foundation, Bailey Homestead Preserve 
1300 Periwinkle Way * P.O. Box 839 * Sanibel, Florida * 239-472-1932 * sccf.org  

http://www.bigarts.org/

